
electronic 
THROTTLE CONTROLLERS

Coast to Coast’s throttle controllers are the newest tool to help you drive smoothly and more 
effectively. They remove delays in the accelerator to help you manoeuvre your car easily, 
even when towing or on difficult terrain! Our throttle controllers alter the acceleration curve 
on electronic throttle controlled vehicles. They digitally alter the shape of the curve increasing 
throttle response and improving your overall driving experience. 

FEATURES

>   A huge range of cars, 4wd’s, vans and trucks supported

>  Suitable for Petrol and Diesel vehicles

>  Supports both manual and automatic transmissions

>  Improved throttle response for all vehicle types

>  Reduced pedal delay

>  Reduced lag on automatic gear changes

>  No more ‘flat spots’ - the transmission applies power 
   more evenly

>  Ready to use in seconds thanks to OEM plug in connectors

>  User selectable to suit driving conditions

>  Thoroughly tested under road and race conditions

>  Simple installation and removal - leave no trace

>  Made in Germany for quality guarantee

>  All throttle controllers are specifically programmed for 
   your vehicle

>  Two year warranty for peace of mind
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IMPROVES YOUR ACCELERATION  
AND REDUCES TURBO LAG
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DISTRIBUTED IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND BY: DEALER / SUPPLIER

electronic THROTTLE CONTROLLERS

The controller is located between the accelerator pedal sensor and the control module. It works by capturing the accelerator pedal 
signal and transforms it with digital accuracy. This product lessens the pedal travel required to achieve full throttle response, 
allowing the driver to exploit the full potential of their engine with less effort. There are four driving modes, Off, Sport+, Sport and 
Eco/City and each mode can be optimized by a further six levels of curve control. This means that the settings can be adjusted to 
best suit your driving style. A huge range of cars, 4WD’s, vans and trucks are supported and they are suitable for both petrol and 
diesel vehicles as well as manual and automatic transmissions. Installation is a breeze with our simplified plug and drive system.

Coast to Coast’s range of throttle controllers is expanding rapidly, for up to date information on the model that 
is best suited to your vehicle please visit our website or consult your local stockists - www.coastrv.com.au

OFF mode for driving on very 
slippery road surfaces brought 
about by ice, snow or heavy rain.

Perfect for merging quickly with 
road traffic or when overtaking is 
required.

Choose from six 
levels to optimise 
the curve. You 
can increase the  
curve by three 
levels and reduce  
it by three levels 
in each driving 
mode.

In Sport+ mode, throttle response 
is increased by up to 16% and is 
suitable for most situations.

ECO/CITY mode is suitable for 
stop and go driving. It guarantees 
improved response in the lower 
RPM range is programmed 
to achieve economical fuel 
consumption. Also reduces the 
throttle sensitivity in low range 
when slow driving off-road. 


